The College Panda's SAT Math: Advanced Guide And Workbook For The New SAT
Synopsis

Now fully updated and completely revised for the new SAT 2016. For more sample chapters and information, check out http://thecollegepanda.com/books. This book brings together everything you need to know to score high on the SAT math section, from the simplest to the most obscure concepts. Unlike most other test prep books, this one is truly geared towards the student aiming for the perfect score. It leaves no stones unturned. Inside, you’ll find: Clear explanations of the tested math concepts, from the simplest to the most obscure. Hundreds of examples to illustrate all the question types and the different ways they can show up. Over 500 practice questions and explanations to help you master each topic. The most common mistakes students make (so you don’t!)
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Customer Reviews

This book jumps right into the stuff you need to know. No page-filler fluff about where to sign up for the SAT or what to eat before test. Just packed with examples and practice questions on every topic. I love the concise writing style. A must-have for SAT Math, even if you don’t consider yourself “advanced.”

I recently received this book as a gift from the author himself. This book is honestly the only SAT Math book you should be using to improve your score. It is super easy to follow, straightforward and very organized which makes everything better. He covers every topic on the SAT Math, including
topics other review books don't usually cover such as Venn Diagrams and Area. The best part of the book are the abundant, relevant, actual SAT practice questions for each topic, which include amazing explanations. Another plus of the book is that the chapters are separate from each other. So you can improve on the topics you need help with before mastering the topics you already know. I've almost completed the book and I'm seriously grateful because I feel like I'm an expert at SAT math now. The practice questions give you realistic expectations of what to expect on the test. Many of them are also challenging, which is great if you’re looking to get a perfect score on the SAT math. I've used other SAT Math books before, but never finished them because they were usually difficult to follow or just frustrating to complete. But this book makes you WANT to finish the chapters and improve your score. I finally got out of the high 600s and now am scoring in the mid 700s. I'd definitely recommend you use this book if you always make careless errors or are confused by certain math concepts. With more than 500 practice questions, you'll be thanking yourself for doing actually doing them all.

I began my journey in SAT math with a score of 400. After using this book and using the wisdom it provided, I got my way up to a 740 scored on the January 2016 SAT. Great book, very concise and to the point. Would recommend to anyone!

This is the only test prep series my daughter uses to prepare, and she has stated "It is the best; I LOVE it!" Especially useful is the straight forward, no nonsense, nuts-and-bolts approach of organizing the chapters by concept and providing ample practice problems with varying difficulty levels. As a homeschool mom, I appreciate the functional approach, ease of use and effectiveness for self-paced study. I also appreciate the well-gathered data and analysis of the actual SAT the author provides to aid students in their test-taking strategy. My daughter used the original SAT Math: The Advanced Guide for a brief preparation for the PSAT10 because this new guide wasn’t available at the time. She is now using this New SAT Guide in preparation for the PSAT in the fall and the SAT next spring. Once she gets going on the practice problems, she can’t stop! We love the specific tips and techniques suggested for solving the respective problem types. She’s so motivated to get through them in an effort to improve her math score, which tends to be her weakest area. The boost in confidence that I see is well worth it and gives mother and daughter peace of mind! This guide is not just for "Top Scorers" but goes a along way in prepping all college bound students to put their best foot forward.
Beautifully written workbook! The lessons in this book are clean, straight to the point, and easy to follow. This book definitely helped me master key concepts that I had trouble understanding in other books. Whether or not you are already skilled in math, this book is asset to conquer the math potion of the SAT

This book is a hidden gem. There are many big companies out there writing test prep books. But I personally like this series of books the most. The advices are honest and straight to the point. The author is amazing!

It focuses on providing problems to solve, and there are lots of them. Give yourself some time, if you wish to practice them all. I would have liked more topic explanation, but that isn’t the objective of this book. A solid and useful test resource to have in your SAT arsenal.

I LOVE how organized the book is. I scored a 780 my first time on the math portion of the SAT. It does the job and gives useful advice to follow from. I mostly used the table of contents to navigate through what I needed help with and I ended up finishing the entire book within 3 months. I think all SAT tutors should use this book as reference for their students.
